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After recently returning from a holiday in Sweden, we found that the book was quite useless. The information was very out of date (the book was published last year, but was more recent than the tough guide) and didn't really give them detailed information. For example, using trains or buses and what
were the different types of tickets/trains. In addition, prices have increased significantly since the book was published, for example the cathedral the book reports as free now requires 40SEK to enter, plus the Stockholm card no longer exists (replaced with the Stockholm crossing - expensive and difficult to
find information about how it is going to work if value for money) as it was arrested in August 2015. There were other examples of this. Now while it doesn't make sense to expect the book to always be up-to-date, The subject was the fact that nothing was very useful in the book at all, even down to
information about the places you wanted to visit - there was little historical information about the places (which was ultimately useful when deciding whether you wanted to pay the entrance fee to places, for example 180SEK to enter Skansen or 130SEK to enter Vasamuseet) or how to really get to the
various places (e.g. Drottningholm Ferries or Djgarurden go from). One of the themes with swedish places of interest was that there was very little commentary/information - the book was of little help in this regard. Rough guides are usually better for it. We also travelled around Sweden a bit - again the
book didn't help steer the Swedes' complicated rail and bus system (apparently for the initiative it's not complicated, but for un-entrepreneurs, it looks like this!). Usually the book could have done with more information about everything, from places of interest to transportation. Disappointed is the general
feeling the book left us with and frankly, this guide put me to buy Lonely Planet again &amp; ended up sticking with gritty guides in the future as their experience gives a greater level of information/detail about places. However, this guide only published 15 months ago is now in desperate need of dating -
so the rough guide must need it more. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its partners 2 minutes to read • Posted about 4 hours ago3 minutes to read • Posted about 5 hours2 minutes ago read • Posted about 6 hours ago Lonely Planet: Opposite the world's leading travel guide Lonely Planet Sweden is
your most relevant passport, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Visit Stockholm's beautiful and stylish capital; hiking, skiing or Arctic dog sledding; Or snugge by the fire in a cosy cottage - all with your reliable travel companion. Get to the heart of Sweden
and start your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet Sweden travel guide: colorful maps and photos all over And we from people help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests insider tips to save time and money and walk around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble points vital information at
your fingertips - hours of action, phone numbers, websites, transportation tips, prices and honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, seeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guides to miss cultural insights to give you richer travel experience , Immigration, People, Film, Statistics, History,
Vikings, Vasa Dynasty, Immigration, Swedish Empire, Christmas, Drinks, Kitchen, Etiquette, Lifestyle, Cinema, Literature, Multiculturalism, Religion, Sport, Environment, Geography, Geology, Wildlife, National Parks, Design, Architecture, Craft, Art, Free Sami, Convenient Pull Out Stockholm Map
(included in print version) Covers Stockholm, Uppsala, Central Sweden, Goteborg, Southwest Sweden, Malmo, South East Sweden Gotland, Ost , Bothinon Beach, Lappland, Far North and more the perfect choice: Lonely Planet Sweden, our most comprehensive guide to Sweden, is perfect for both
exploring the top sites and taking less traveled roads., About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a world-leading media company and the world's number one tour guide brand, providing inspiring and reliable information for any type of traveler since 1973. Over the past four decades, we have printed over 145
million guides and raised a dedicated and passionate global community of travellers. You can also find our content online, on mobile, video and in 14 languages, 12 international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, eBooks and more. More.
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